
A city is comprised of many layers of narratives, in-
trinsic to the establishment of a collective identity.  
These narratives, or stories, serve as a source of 
pride, a way to place oneself in society, and estab-
lish order and community within a chaotic world.  
Over time, persuasions may twist, exaggerate or 
ameliorate stories allowing them to become more 
logical, more comedic, and more absurd, com-
prised of both the familiar and the unusual.  Al-
though certain stories become forgotten or lost, 
they remain essential to the evolution of a place.  

Threshold to the UnCanny attempts to reveal 
these narratives through varying levels of meth-
odologies, exposing the uncanny nature of cities 
and opening possibilities for how architects can 
re-conceive programs and spaces as both physi-
cal and mental constructs.  

At the urban scale, stories become important cat-
alysts for future and potential events.  The inves-
tigation of a cities natural amenities, uncovering 
past and present facts and folklore, and creating 
relationships between them are a few of many nar-
ratives that have the potential to contribute to a 
new way of thinking about a city for re-occupa-
tion.

Threshold to the UnCanny



The city chosen for investigation is Port Arthur, Texas, located along the Gulf Coast 
at the Texas/Louisiana border.  Made up of approximately 60,000 people, Port Ar-
thur is considered an oil capital of the nation and carries the stigma it leaves be-
hind.  Recently, despite its close proximity to such a rich industry and its destination 
as one of the most used trade ports in the nation, factors such as suburbanization 
and overseas drilling has affected the downtown business district to the point of 
virtual abandonment.  

Suburbanization is considered, by most, a phenomenon which surrenders once 
thriving communities into landscapes of decay and abandonment.  What is the 
architect’s role in this occurrence?  Is the issue one that is considered a hindrance 
to a more profound set of architectural provocations or one that opens door to a 
new trend of discovering lost or buried treasures left behind in the dismal state of 
de-industrialization? 

This thesis challenges how can we, as architects, can identify a new approach to 
architecture at the ambiguous scale of a city through redefining our roles as detec-
tives, uncovering existing realms of opportunity; using these realms as a catalyst 
for an array of options for re-occupation; and lastly, using the investigative pro-
cesses to become providers of new stories. Through these processes, does a new 
city begin to emerge?
  

Challenging traditional modes of site analysis, my initial explorations consisted of 
a series of created objects featuring local myths and significant past and present 
stories, both factual and mythological. These objects are what I call “story boxes”. 
The three-dimensional boxes perform as “windows” to another realm, a realm of 
the not quite fictional and not always true, where reality and fantasy are blurred. 

Story Boxes.
Cumulative story boxes, 
in addition to the oil in-
dustry, these relate to 
past and present cultures 
and associated myths/
folklore, the once vibrant 
historic red light district 
and the current state of 
abandonment, the mardi 
gras and my proposal for 
a new economy through 
hemp agriculture.  

ARChITeCT AS DeTeCTIve



Following the explorations of existing stories of the city, hemp agriculture is intro-
duced as a viable economic opportunity and a catalyst for re-development. This 
economy allows for many types of industries, such as paper-making and brew-
ing, while also having the ability to take over in oil production when “dinosaur” 
oil has depleted. In the evolution of the city to a place focused on the produc-
tion, harvesting and processing of hemp, a more immediate set of interventions 
took place, consisting of a cast of clients, or “characters”. These characters are 
derived from their indispensability for resettling the city, maintaining hemp and 
sustaining the city for further development. Characters explored further include 
an artisan/papermaker, a farmer, a brewer and a preacher/enforcer.

Story Boxes.
Above, Upper:  The prominence of 
the oil industry.
Above, Middle:  Legend of a buried 
treasure left by Jean Lafitte.
[The oil industry and buried treasure 
boxes are connected relating to oil 
as a buried treasure.]  

ARChITeCT AS STORyTeLLeR



how the characters occupy the city became critical.  Do I 
create new spaces for new occupants within a new econo-
my, or do I identify existing structures with embedded histo-
ries to be reborn for alternative functions?  I chose the latter; 
creating a fresh opportunity for a defunct architecture by 
unearthing, reusing, and renovating some of the many for-
mer gas stations in the city for working and living spaces.

The creation of characters allowed for another set of rep-
resentations consisting of constructed and experiential 
drawings coupled with 3-dimensional models that connect 
to the stories of Port Arthur, address specific needs of the 
individual characters, and incorporate hemp as the pivot 
point between the experiential sections and the constructed 
plan.  In reference to the story boxes, the representation of 
the character renovations relate to the present culture, the 
ground and extraction, the sky and cosmology, the effects 
of water, the moon and the sun.

I took these constructs on enthusiastically through repre-
sentation, paying close attention to how routine elements 
intersect with the narratives and how these intersections af-
fect the space.  For example, what happens when there’s 
a heavy rain?  Is there a space for the water to gather or 
spread in an imaginative way? how does a farmer protect 
his/her land?  To what extent is the role of architecture in 
these everyday aspects?  Can a chicken be considered ar-
chitecture? Through these representations, I learned that 
objects that affect architecture become architecture when 
it is included in the narrative.  The everyday can become 
uncanny through subtle shifts in placement or taking into 
account potential actions and reactions. 



the shotgun. It was standing there, staring
down the chickens behind the garden, waiting.
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The Artisan/Papermaker



Once new spaces and programs were provided, it became nec-
essary to address how they connect with the existing urban fab-
ric. This allowed me to visualize, full circle, the new possibilities 
hemp agriculture could procure in the re-creation of a sustain-
able city, from hemp agriculture to wind farms and poplar for-
ests.

The big picture also became necessary in reconnecting the 
grittiness of the story boxes and the dream-like character inter-
ventions. As a result, scalar and geographical relationships be-
tween agriculture, industry, commercial and residential zones, 
and character interventions could be generated.

The site, as a means of representation, emerges from an every-
day object, the table.  Also known as the “table of contents”, the 
site drawing/model is carved/drawn/drilled/painted/sanded out/
upon the table. The oil industry “zone” is painted with used car 
oil and when looking closely at the table one can faintly smell 
the gases.  The agricultural zone and the main roads (to remain) 
are colored using tinted shoe polish, leaving the wood grain and 
streets to be removed visible underneath. The character inter-
ventions are shown in clear soap, appearing as a subtle, some-
what dream-like form.          

ARChITeCT AS PLAnneR



The table is essential in allowing the viewer to sit, touch, and smell the site at an 
intimate and familiar scale. Although the familiarity is apparent, the position of the 
plants, the protrusion of nails, and the hidden box revealed when the table is pulled 
apart, creates a new narrative of and through making use of the object.

Throughout the project, usual forms of analysis, such as the aerial, the photograph, 
mapping and programmatic diagrams, were substituted by the ambiguity and 
fantastical values of the plan and section. The existing infrastructure was left to 
my own interpretation, allowing the viewer to experience the site beyond typical 
explorations of the surface into a deeper world where buried myths and unequivocal 
facts are one in the same.

hence, Threshold to the UnCanny emerged as project that addresses a larger scale of 
urban revitalization, but through the process, it became also a deeper investigation of 
exposing lost memories and buried residues through the representation of narratives 
intermingled with feasible constructs. These productions can act as a way to ultimately 
question our role as architects as simply designers to architects as storytellers with 
the power to profoundly impact social conditions through understanding not only 
the immediate context but surrounding physical and embedded narratives.
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